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Introduction
Application

•

Common lot sizes and dimensions

This design guide should be read in conjunction
with the objectives and policies contained in the
following District Plan chapters and sections:

•

Site access

Site level attributes:

•

Medium Density Residential Zone

•

Building age

•

Character Precincts

•

Architectural style

•

Primary building type (e.g. detached
dwelling, semi-detached dwelling, terrace
dwelling, apartment)

•

Building siting and boundary setbacks

•

Building height and shape

•

Site coverage

Situated in Wellington’s inner suburbs are
six areas that are known and valued for their
streetscape character. These areas have
been identified as having concentrations
or observable patterns of both site specific
and streetscape level attributes that form a
collective streetscape. The following suburbs
contain these areas, known as character
precincts.
•

Thorndon

•

Mount Victoria

•

Aro Valley

•

Mt Cook

•

Newtown

•

Berhampore

In some areas the visual consistency contributes
to the overall character values and quality, while
in others, character values are derived from the
visual diversity. The focus of these values is on
the local streetscape and how it contributes to
the context of the local area.

The role of the design guide

Each area contains common patterns that
combine to establish the local distinctiveness
and identity of an area which ultimately
contributes to a local sense of place and
identity. These patterns or characteristics
typically include:
Streetscape attributes:
•

Topography (e.g. development that
responds to the change in elevation)

•

Street pattern (e.g. linear, curvilinear, culde-sac)

•

Connections to the street (building
relationship to street)

•

High levels of pedestrian amenity (i.e.
access to public open space, presence of
street trees, footpaths, etc.)

•

Use (e.g. residential, commercial,
educational, open space)

This Character Precinct Design Guide provides
the common patterns that are evident within
these areas and are intended to be used when
considering new development proposals as
outlined in the Character Precincts section of
the Medium Density Residential Chapter in the
District Plan.
Designing to the character of the area does not
need to be about replicating original houses.
Consider how the characteristics and patterns
of the character precinct might be incorporated
into the design so that it compliments the wider
area. This will help ensure that the development
compliments the character of the area for future
generations.
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Thorndon
What is the Thorndon
Character Precinct?
Thorndon’s distinctive character is an important
part of Wellington’s collective identity.
Thorndon has city-wide significance, a unique
atmosphere and a strong sense of place.
A high proportion of original buildings are
remaining in Thorndon and inner city residential
housing constructed prior to and around
the turn of the 20th century is prominent.
Thorndon conveys a strong sense of history,
that adds to the city’s collective memory.

Precinct overview: Thorndon
Thorndon neighbours the north-west fringe
of the central city. The suburb retains a large
number of original dwellings that contribute
to its historical importance to the city and its
unique ‘sense of place’.
The compact layout, relatively consistent form
and defining topography within this part of
the suburb combine to give it a dense urban
character.

character and intimacy of the area as well
as providing a range of local services.
•

Responding to the natural
environment
Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
•

Pattern of development changes with
topography.

•

Generally flat and relatively gently sloped
areas characterised by groups of relatively
uniform sized and shaped lots and general
uniformity of building type and scale and a
generally homogeneous roofscape.

•

More steeply sloped areas south of Harriet
Street contain a wide range of very large
and very small sites, generally rectilinear
but with considerable variation in plan
proportions, with variable arrangement of
buildings on hill slopes, planting between
buildings, and a highly complex and
intricate roofscape as seen from the street.

The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Thorndon Character Precinct
are:

6

The western area of the suburb between
the motorway and the steep slope of Te
Ahumairangi Hill is relatively flat while
the area to the east of the motorway
gently slopes toward the Harbour. Te
Ahumairangi Hill, with its mature and
regenerating vegetation, provides a strong
visual backdrop to both the suburb and the
central city. Development patterns change
with the topography.

•

The area contains a high portion of original
buildings.

•

There is some variation in character and
style, but Victorian and/or Edwardian villas
and cottages predominate.

•

Narrow street width and prevalence of
“lanes” as means of access along Calgarry
Avenue and surrounding streets.

•

Majority of houses are one to two storeys.

•

Significant number of very old buildings.

•

Buildings are uniformly and strongly
aligned with street edge and grid.
Thorndon is based around the street grid
aligned with Tinakori Road.

•

•

Its compact nature and location close to
the central city contribute to it being highly
accessible.

Area around Glenbervie Terrace, Ascot
Street, Sydney Street West, and Parliament
Street) includes a number of unusual
“landmark” buildings such as “The Wedge”
and “The Moorings” on Glenbervie Terrace.
The landmark buildings stand out for their
contrast.

•

It is supported by a neighbourhood centre
on Tinakori Road, with the shops and their
continuous, traditional Victorian frontages
and verandahs adding to the overall

•

A number of similar, relatively unaltered
pre and post-1930 Arts and Crafts buildings
located around Bolton Street, Kinross
Street, and Easdale Street.
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Effective public-private
interface

Well-functioning sites
Site access

House setbacks and boundaries
•

Significant diversity of setbacks in the area
to the west of Tinakori Road and south of
Harriet Street.

•

Strong street orientation.

•

Street edges generally strongly defined by
building frontages.

•

Strong pattern of consistent setbacks along
certain streets and parts of streets.

•

Narrow front yards with private gardens,
often associated with low picket fences,
are important elements of the streets.

•

Buildings uniformly and strongly aligned to
the street edge and grid.

•

Narrow side yards.

•

Larger side yards typically found around
the “grand villas” at the north end of
Tinakori Road.

•

Minimal rear yards.

•

Either a wide or narrow frontage to the
street depending on width of dwelling (i.e.
‘grand villa’ vs cottage).

•

Front and side yards are typically large
around grand villas.

Streetscape and amenity attributes
•

Trees typically play a secondary role in
defining the street edge except in steeply
sloping areas.

•

Narrow front yards with private gardens,
often associated with low picket fences,
are important elements of the streets.

•

On-site carparking is either non-existent
or integrated unobtrusively into, next to or
behind dwellings.

High quality buildings
Scale and form
•

Mix of one to two storey dwellings:
– Two storeys are common particularly
along Tinakori Road.
– There is a concentration of single storey
dwellings in such areas as Ascot Street
and Calgarry Avenue and surrounding
streets.
– There is a predominance of two storey
villas along Goring Street.

•

Predominantly villas, with the greatest
concentration occurring around the north
end of Tinakori Road.

•

Cottages are another recurring building
type, located primarily on the slopes
behind the south end of the Tinakori
Road shops and the lanes around Calgarry
Avenue.

•

Villas characterised by single primary form,
few secondary forms, and additive tertiary
forms such as verandahs, porches or leantos.

Architectural detailing
•

Exterior walls are typically painted,
rusticated weatherboard.

•

Roofs primarily use corrugated iron
material.

•

Strong street orientation with gables, bays
and entries facing the street.

•

Single storey dwellings simple in form and
modestly articulated (e.g. period eaves and
brackets).

•

Villas typically present a single front façade
towards the street.
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•

Common architectural styles:
– Victorian Italianate Villa
– Arts and Crafts/English Domestic
Revival
– Victorian Georgian/Regency Villa
– Edwardian Bay Villa
– Victorian Carpenter Gothic
– Inter-war Californian Bungalow Double
or Corner Bay Villa
– Edwardian Queen Anne
– Inter-war Neo-Georgian
– Victorian Italianate Box Cottage
– Victorian Georgian Saltbox Cottage

•

Roof forms:
– There is a predominance of hipped
roof forms on single storey villas along
Calgarry Avenue and surrounding
streets.
– Steeply pitched roofs and small primary
roof forms are typical around the
southern end of Tinakori Road.
– Hipped roofs are the most typical for
villas.
– Gabled roofs are typical for cottages.
– Complex gabled roofs are associated
with the “grand villas”.
– Most roofs have moderate pitch. Flat
roofs are not typical for the area. Parts
of Thorndon are characterised by
relatively consistent roof types and
pitches.

8
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Mt Victoria
What is the Mt Victoria
Character Precinct?
Along with the suburbs of Mt Cook and
Brooklyn, Mt Victoria envelopes the central city
creating an ‘amphitheatre-like’ effect – it is also
the most visible inner city residential suburb
from a range of viewpoints. The Town Belt is a
defining feature of the area, providing a green
focal backdrop to the central city along with an
important open space.
The suburb retains many of the qualities
and characteristics of its early development.
Although there are local differences in character
and a diversity of building forms and styles,
Victorian and/or Edwardian villas and cottages
predominate, interspersed by Art Moderne
and 1960s apartment blocks. Its compact
layout, relatively consistent form and defining
topography combine to give it a dense urban
character.
While Mt Victoria is mainly residential in nature
there is a pocket of commercial/industrial
uses along Kent Terrace. Although there isn’t a
clear neighbourhood centre its location on the
edge of the central city enables convenient,
walkable access to a wide range of services and
employment opportunities.

Precinct overview: Mt Victoria
Mt Victoria is characterised by local differences
in character and a diversity of building forms
and styles. However, there is a predominance of
Victorian or Edwardian villas and cottages.

determined by its location, which makes it an
integral part of the visual image of the central
city.
The area has a visual unity and coherence based
on the character of its original buildings. This
coherence is derived from general similarity of
building type, scale and materials and distinctive
patterns of building alignment and orientation.
The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Mt Victoria Character Precinct
are:
•

The character of the area makes a
considerable contribution to Wellington’s
collective identity and adds townscape
value, due to high visibility of the suburb to
the city.

•

The area demonstrates historical patterns
of development within Wellington.

•

Many of the remaining older buildings
have been substantially modified over
time. However, their original primary form
generally remains apparent.

•

Elevations are consistently orientated
towards the street.

•

Consistency of building character and/
or unique spatial qualities that contribute
to a strongly unified streetscape in areas
of Moir Street, Armour Avenue, Porritt
Avenue, Scarborough Terrace, Queen
Street and Elizabeth Street, and the Mt
Victoria North area. These areas have
characteristics of consistency in building
scale (height, building size and footprint),
building type and style, front setbacks,
roof form and façade, and originality of the
primary building form.

Within Mt Victoria, there are several areas with
particularly consistent building character. These
include Moir Street, Armour Avenue, Porritt
Avenue, Scarborough Terrace, Queen Street and
Elizabeth Street.
The northern end of Mt Victoria, north east
from Roxborough Street, known as Mt Victoria
North area, has long been recognised as a
separate sub-area with consistency of character.
Mt Victoria North has a slightly different status
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Responding to the natural
environment

larger setbacks along the southern edge.
•

Variable setbacks along Porritt Avenue.

•

Relatively large setbacks along the eastern
edge of Scarborough Terrace and generally
more shallow/small setbacks along the
western edge.

•

Consistent setbacks along northern edge of
Queen Street and variable setbacks on the
southern edge.

•

Variable setbacks and building scale on
both sides of McFarlane Street and Hawker
Street exhibit different patterns.

Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
•

Perception of high density of development.

•

Around ridges dwellings are typically taller,
and sometimes also narrower dwellings,
set back more deeply from the street
frontage.

•

Hollow areas frequently have lower and
often broader dwellings built closer to the
street (e.g. Brougham Street and Porritt
Avenue).

•

Large number of original dwellings in
northern area of Mt Victoria around
St Gerards. As well as concentrations
of original dwellings around Moir
Street, Elizabeth Street, Queen Street,
Scarborough Terrace, Armour Avenue, and
Porritt Avenue.

•

Prominent back drop to the city, that sits
against the Town Belt.

– McFarlane Street – eastern edge has
larger more variable setbacks, raised
gardens, high retaining walls, steps, and
garages along the street edge, while
the western edge has shallow/smaller
setbacks.
– Hawker Street – eastern edge has
deeper setbacks with high retaining
walls at street edge particularly at the
northern end of the street. The western
edges has variable setbacks.
•

Effective public-private
interface
House setbacks and boundaries
•

Minimal side yards, with most street
frontages reading as a continuous building
wall.

•

Rear yards an important attribute of many
properties but are generally not visible
from the street.

•

Strong building edge and sense of
enclosure created by shallow/small front
yards, minimal side yards and limited
building height range.

Streetscape and amenity attributes
•

Front elevations consistently orientated
towards the street.

•

Corner dwellings typically face major
streets, with side elevations to minor
streets.

•

Some side entrances due to narrow
building frontage along the southern edge
of Elizabeth Street.

•

Neighbouring dwellings often exhibit
uniform setback from the street, may vary
from one street to the next/different sides
of a street.

Neighbouring dwellings sometimes share a
common frontage width or a limited range
of widths. Neighbouring dwellings often
share common dimensions.

•

•

Variable but generally small setbacks along
Moir Street and Elizabeth Street.

Most streets are characterised by strong
visual enclosure.

•

•

Shallow/small setbacks along the northern
edge of Armour Avenue and generally

Picket fences, concrete or masonry walls,
gates, and steps often provide a secondary
sense of enclosure.

•
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Subdivision patterns in the Mt Victorian
northern area around St Gerards
demonstrate long narrow sections
oriented to the north or north-west, with
minimal distance between buildings and
boundaries.
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Well-functioning sites

•

Consistent pattern of two storey dwellings
along the eastern edge of McFarlane
Street, with mainly two storey dwellings
also on the western edge however many
extend to three storeys in the rear.

•

Larger two storey dwellings built above
raised terraces on the eastern edge of
Hawker Street.

•

General consistency of building type
and scale particularly along Hawker and
McFarlane Streets.

•

Predominately two storey villas in the area
around St Gerards.

Site access
•

There is limited on-site carparking.

•

There are limited garages on Queen Street
but these are not common.

•

Precence of multiple garages along the
street frontage is unusual.

•

Along the southern edge of Armour
Avenue, larger dwellings have garages
setback from the street boundary. Garages
are unusual along the northern edge.

•

Primarily on the eastern street edge of
Scarborough Terrace,there is limited onsite parking available.

Architectural detailing
•

Front elevations are strongly articulated
with 3D construction detail and/or
decorative elements such as bay windows,
porches, and verandahs area common
design features.

•

Façades are oriented to the street with
bay windows and/or entries, verandahs,
particularly on Moir Street, Armour
Avenue, Porritt Avenue, Scarbourough
Terrace, Queen Street, and Elizabeth
Street.

•

Exterior walls are commonly painted
weatherboard.

•

Roofs are predominately corrugated iron.

•

Bevel back weatherboard exteriors with
plaster finish and roof tiles common for
Arts and Crafts style dwellings on Armour
Avenue.

•

Building character: external appearance
of buildings often assumes a ‘hybrid’
character due to repeated alterations/
additions.

•

Limited range of building types (e.g. villa,

High quality buildings
Scale and form
•

Variable building scale on both sides of
McFarlane Street and Hawker Street
exhibit different patterns.

•

One to three storeys is common in the
area, which contrasts with unusual multistorey apartment blocks distributed
throughout the area.

•

Corner sites are commonly two storeys in
height.

•

Several large three storey dwellings along
the southern edge of Armour Avenue,
although high proportion of two storey
dwellings.

•

•

Many dwellings built over raised platforms
and mix of one and two storeys along the
eastern edge of Scarborough Terrace. The
western edge is dominated by one storey
dwellings.
In the northern area of Mt Victoria
around St Gerards, one storey dwellings
are predominantly located along the
pedestrian lanes, running perpendicular
to Hawker Street (Kennedy St, Doctors
Common, McIntyre St) and lower, western
side of Hawker Street.
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bungalow, cottage, apartment block).
•

Cottages are the predominate architectural
style on Moir Street with some bungalows
and villas.

•

Variety of types and styles, including Arts
and Crafts along the southern edge of
Armour Avenue.

•

Predominately one storey villas on the
eastern edge of Porritt Avenue (many are
built on raised terraces) and typically two
story villas on the western edge.

•

Scarborough Terrace has variable styles
of cottages, villas, and bungalows along
the eastern edge of the street, and is
dominated by cottages and bungalows on
the western edge.

•

Queen Street consists of two storey villas
along the northern edge of the street and
single storey cottages along the southern
edge.

•

Predominately cottages and villas many of
which are single storey on Elizabeth Street.

•

Common architectural styles:
– Victorian Italianate villa
– Victorian Georgian/Regency villa
– Edwardian Bay villa
– Victorian Georgian box cottage
– Victorian Carpenter Gothic
– Inter-war Californian bungalow
– Double or Corner Bay villa
– Edwardian Queen Anne
– Inter-war Neo-Georgian
– Victorian Italianate box cottage

•

Majority of roofs are moderately pitched
but common roof forms include:
– Hipped roof and a combination hip and
gabled for villas;
– Gabled roofs for cottages and
bungalows; and
– Flat roofs for apartment blocks.

12
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Mt Cook
What is the Mt Cook Character
Precinct?
Along with the suburbs of Mt Victoria and
Brooklyn, Mt Cook envelops the central city
creating an ‘amphitheatre-like’ effect. The
Town Belt is a defining feature of the suburb,
providing a green focal backdrop to the
central city along with an important open
space. Situated alongside Te Aro and north of
Newtown, Mt Cook was established on land just
south of Te Aro Pa and is named after James
Cook.
The suburb was initially settled in the late 19th
and early 20th century and is characterised by
a relatively high density of detached housing
dating from the first decade of the 20th century.
It also demonstrates a general consistency
of building style typical of Wellington’s inner
suburbs, with Victorian and Edwardian villas
and cottages predominating. Its compact
layout, relatively consistent form and defining
topography combine to give it a dense urban
character.
Mt Cook is mainly residential in nature with
pockets of commercial/industrial activity (e.g.
the Adelaide Road and Taranaki/Hopper Street
areas). The Te Aro end of the suburb includes
the National War Memorial, Wellington High
School, Massey University and Basin Reserve.
The suburb is supported by a town centre
encompassing the largely commercial area at
the northern end of Adelaide Road between the
Basin Reserve and the John Street intersection.
It acts as an important employment area and
provides a range of services. As a key transport
route Adelaide Road offers convenient access
to the central city, Wellington Hospital, Massey
University’s Wellington Campus and the
Newtown shops.

Precinct overview: Mt Cook
Within Mt Cook, there are several areas with
particularly consistent streetscape character.
These include:
•

The three main streets that run from north
to south within the area including: Wright
Street, Wallace Street and Tasman Street.

•

Smaller pockets of collective streetscape
character are located around small side
streets such as Yale Road, Ranfurly Terrace,
Tainui Terrace, Carrington Street, and
Salisbury Terrace.

Street edges are consistently defined by low
fencing, street walls or raised terraces. There are
a number of cul-de-sacs, typically characterised
by consistency of character, mature vegetation
and a strong sense of place.
The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Mt Cook Character Precinct are:
•

Compact layout, relatively consistent form
and defining topography combine to give it
a dense urban character.

•

Visual consistency based on similarity
in building age, type, form, and scale,
provides a strong sense of aesthetic
coherence.

•

The area exhibits a sense of visual diversity.
This is derived from variations in roof form
and building height, often accentuated by
topographical variation.

•

The area is enhanced by the prominence of
the Town Belt.

•

Several of the major streets running
through the area are also important city
routes with a distinguishable character and
activity patterns.

•

Limited range of building types and
common building dimensions.
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Responding to the natural
environment
Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
•

The topography is undulating.

•

Elevated areas with visually prominent
dwellings surrounded by mature
vegetation feature around the southern
end of Wallace Street.

•

Some areas of consistent style are
fragmented, separated from each other by
industrial, commercial, and other uses.

•

Intactness of the original housing stock
increases with distance from Wallace
Street. Most recent development occurs
along Tasman Street.

•

Notable concentrations of original
buildings are found around Tasman Street,
Wright Street and lower Bidwell Street.

Effective public-private
Interface
House setbacks and boundaries
• Dwellings have minimal side yards.

Consistent alignment with street edge and
a strong street orientation (i.e. gables, large
windows, etc facing the street).

•

Higher sides of streets typically have a
stronger visual prominence with larger
dwellings and deeper setbacks.

•

Lower sides accommodate smaller
dwellings and are less visually pronounced.

•

Primary building form aligned to the lot
boundary and street grid.

•

Street trees around Wright St and some of
the side streets off Tasman Street.

Well-functioning sites
Site Access
•

Limited on-site car parking.

•

Garages at street frontage uncommon and
multiple garages are rare and undesirable.

High quality buildings
Scale and form
•

Variation of block shape and size.

•

Some long blocks broken ups by cross links
facilitating pedestrian access across the
area.

Dwellings on sloping sites have deeper
front setbacks.

•

Relatively intensive development, with site
coverage in the range of 30-45%.

Detached dwellings are common on small,
relatively narrow rectangular lots.

•

Mixture of one to two storeys, with a
limited number of buildings over two
storeys.

•

Characterised by visual diversity due to
the undulating topography and a mix of
building types and scales.

•

Significant groupings of buildings of similar
height.

•

Simple rectangular primary forms.

•

Dwellings have substantial rear yards

•

Most buildings have a setback of over 3
metres.

•
•

Streetscape and amenity attributes
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•

•

Front elevations consistently oriented
towards the street, with entrances,
verandahs and bay windows facing the
street.

•

Relatively narrow frontages in a consistent
range of widths.
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Architectural detailing
•

Predominately villas or cottages .

•

Exterior walls are typically painted
weatherboard.

•

Roofs are typically of corrugated iron
material.

•

Small clusters of brick buildings.

•

Decorative elements (e.g. moulded
pediments, timber quoins, fretwork) are
typically used, particularly on villas and
larger buildings.

•

Verandahs, bay windows and windows
with vertical proportions are common
design features.

•

Common architectural styles:
– Victorian Italianate villa
– Victorian Georgian/Regency villa
– Edwardian Bay villa
– Victorian Georgian Box cottage
– Edwardian Stick
– Victorian Carpenter Gothic
– Inter-war Californian bungalow
– Double or Corner Bay villa
– Edwardian Queen Anne
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Newtown
What is the Newtown Character
Precinct?
Newtown is located on undulating land to the
south of the city and is surrounded by the Town
Belt, a major ‘green’ feature of the suburb that
acts to physically separate it from adjacent
areas. Parts of the Town Belt act as recreational
reserves to service the residential needs of the
area, with Newtown Park and the Wellington
Zoo, acting as key assets to the community.
This suburb was initially settled in the late 19th
and early 20th century and is characterised by
a relatively high density of detached housing.
Newtown demonstrates a general consistency
of building style typical of Wellington’s inner
suburbs, with Victorian and Edwardian villas
and cottages predominating, interspersed by
post-1940s apartment blocks and townhouse
developments. The compact layout, relatively
consistent style and form and defining
topography combine to give it a dense urban
character. A greater degree of diversity is
evident in Newtown around the commercial,
institutional and industrial areas along Adelaide
Road, Riddiford Street, and Constable Street.
While other suburbs within identified character
precincts are mainly residential in nature there
are areas within Newtown where commercial/
institutional/ industrial uses predominate
(e.g. along Adelaide Road, Riddiford Street,
Constable Street), such as Wellington/Wakefield
Hospitals and the Newtown Local Centre.
Newtown is supported by a major town centre
encompassing a commercial area broadly
centred around Riddiford and Constable Streets
which acts as an important employment area

16
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as well as providing a wide range of services. As
a major transport route Adelaide Road offers
convenient access to the central city, while
Newtown acts as a key transport hub.

Precinct overview: Newtown
Newtown is part of the southern inner
residential area which is comprised of Mt Cook,
Newtown, and Berhampore. The character
throughout these areas within the southern
inner residential areas is generally consistent,
with only minor variations between the
individual character of the three areas.
This area as a whole has a degree of diversity
with some local differences between the
character of the areas. Nevertheless, most of
the buildings constructed within the same time
period, can be grouped into a small number of
building types with a consistent form, scale and
style.
Within Newtown, there are several areas with
particularly consistent streetscape character.
These include:
•

The northeastern part of the area
containing the blocks bound by Owen
Street and Constable Street.

•

The northwestern part of the area centred
around Hanson Street, Adelaide Road, and
surrounding streets.

•

The southwestern edge of Rintoul Street.

•

An area centred around Roy Street.

Street edges are consistently defined by low
fencing, street walls or raised terraces. There are
a number of cul-de-sacs, typically characterised
by a consistency of character, mature
vegetation and a strong sense of place.

The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Newtown Character Precinct
are:

•

Groupings of buildings and visually
distinguishable streets or sections of
streets with a strong consistency of
character include Roy Street, Hiropi Street,
and the area along and to the south of
Colombo Street, including Kenwyn Terrace
and Manley Terrace.

•

Visual consistency based on similarity in
building age, type, form, and scale, which
provides a strong sense of aesthetic
coherence.

•

The area exhibits a sense of visual diversity.
This is derived from variations in roof form
and building height, often accentuated by
topographical variation.

Effective public-private
interface

•

The area is enhanced by the prominence of
the Town Belt.

House setbacks and boundaries

•

Several of the major streets running
through the area are also important city
routes with a distinguishable character and
activity patterns.

•

Limited range of building types and
common building dimensions.

Responding to the natural
environment
Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
•

•

•

•

In comparison to Mt Cook and
Berhampore, Newtown has the highest
number of non-residential buildings, some
of which are of considerable scale.
The area has a large number of intact old
buildings as well as some more recent
developments. Apartment blocks feature
along Hanson Street, Adelaide Road,
Constable Street and the southern end of
Coromandel Street.
Relative to the north-eastern part of
Newtown, the character of the southwestern portion is highly variable.
Large areas with original housing stock
(predominantly constructed during the
1900-1909 period) that have remained
almost completely intact are concentrated
in the north-east part of Newtown, around
Owen Street and along and to the north of
Constable Street.

•

Dwellings have minimal side yards.

•

Most buildings have setback of more than
3 metres.

•

Dwellings on sloping sites have deeper
front setbacks.

•

Higher sides of streets typically have a
stronger visual prominence with larger
dwellings and deeper setbacks.

•

Detached dwellings are common on small,
relatively narrow rectangular lots.

•

There is a general variation of block size
and shape throughout the Newtown area,
with some very long blocks. However,
cross-block pedestrian links are not typical.

Streetscape and amenity attributes
•

Front elevations are consistently oriented
towards the street.

•

Relatively narrow frontages in a consistent
range of widths.

•

Consistent alignment with street edge and
a strong street orientation or architectural
features facing the street.

•

Lower sides accommodate smaller
dwellings and are less visually pronounced.

•

Primary building form aligned to the lot
boundary and street grid.

•

Some of the cul-de-sacs are exceptionally
wide (e.g. Hiropi Street, Manley Terrace
and Kenwyn Terrace).
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•

Street trees of substantial size are limited
to few locations such as Adelaide Road and
Hiropi Street.

•

Carrara Park is the only public open space,
located east of Regent Street.

•

Mature trees in visually distinguishable
groupings are found along Owen Street
and the eastern side of Coromandel Street.

Well-functioning sites
Site access
• Limited on-site car parking.
•

Garages at street frontage are uncommon
and multiple garages are rare and
undesirable.

High quality buildings
Scale and form
• Relatively intensive development, with site
coverage in the range of 30-45%.
•

Mixture of one to two storeys, with a
limited number of buildings over two
storeys.

•

Significant groupings of buildings of similar
height.

•

Simple rectangular primary forms.

Architectural detailing
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•

Predominately villas or cottages.

•

Exterior walls are typically painted
weatherboard.

•

Roofs are typically of corrugated iron
material.

•

Small clusters of brick buildings.

•

Decorative elements (e.g. moulded
pediments, timber quoins, fretwork) are
typically used, particularly on villas and
larger buildings.

•

Verandahs, bay windows and windows
with vertical proportions are common
design features.
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•

Common architectural styles:

− Victorian Italianate villa
− Victorian Georgian/Regency villa
− Edwardian Bay villa
− Arts and Crafts/English Domestic Revival
− Victorian Georgian Box cottage
− Edwardian Stick
− Victorian Carpenter Gothic
− Inter-war Californian bungalow
− Double or Corner Bay villa
− Victorian Georgian Saltbox cottage

Berhampore
What is the Berhampore
Character Precinct?
Like Newtown, Berhampore is located on
undulating land to the south of the city and is
surrounded by the Town Belt, a major ‘green’
feature of the suburb that acts to physically
separate it from adjacent areas. Parts of the
Town Belt act as recreational reserves to service
the residential needs of the area, with the
Hockey Stadium, Berhampore Golf Course and
skate park exemplifying some of the key assets
to the community.
The suburb was initially settled in the late 19th
and early 20th century and is characterised by
a relatively high density of detached housing.
It also demonstrates a general consistency
of building style typical of Wellington’s inner
suburbs, with Victorian and Edwardian villas
and cottages predominating, interspersed by
post-1940s apartment blocks and townhouse
developments. The compact layout, relatively
consistent style and form and defining
topography combine to give it a dense urban
character.
While the other suburbs with identified
character areas are mainly residential in nature
there are areas within Berhampore where
commercial uses predominate (e.g. along
Adelaide Road). As a major transport route
Adelaide Road within Berhampore offers
convenient access to the central city.

Precinct overview:
Berhampore
Berhampore is part of the southern inner
residential area which is comprised of Mt Cook,
Newtown, and Berhampore. The character
throughout these areas within the southern
inner residential areas is generally consistent,
with only minor variations in individual
character between the three areas.
Nevertheless, most of the buildings,
constructed within the same time period, can be
grouped into a small number of building types
with a consistent form, scale and style.

Within Berhampore, there are several areas with
particularly consistent streetscape character.
These include:
•
•

•
•

The southeastern part of the area, including
the area centred around Russell Terrace.
The western portion of Chikla Street and
area broadly centered around Emerson
Street and Morton Street.
The area around Te Wharepōuri Street.
The area around Lavaud Street and the
southern end of Rintoul Street

Street edges are consistently defined by low
fencing, street walls or raised terraces. There are
a number of cul-de-sacs, typically characterised
by consistency of character, mature vegetation
and a strong sense of place.
The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Berhampore Character Precinct
are:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Compact layout, relatively consistent form
and defining topography combine to give it
a dense urban character.
Visual consistency based on similarity in
building age, type, form, and scale, provides
a strong sense of aesthetic coherence.
The area exhibits a sense of visual diversity.
This is derived from variations in roof form
and building height, often accentuated by
topographical variation.
Area is enhanced by the prominence of the
Town Belt.
Limited range of building types and
common building dimensions.
Several of the major streets running
through the area are also important city
routes with a distinguishable character and
activity patterns
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Responding to the natural
environment
Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
• In comparison to Newtown and Mt
Cook, Berhampore contains the highest
concentration of bungalows and multistorey apartment blocks.

•

Front elevations are consistently oriented
towards the street.

•

Relatively narrow frontages in a consistent
range of widths.

•

Consistent alignment with street edge and
a strong street orientation or architectural
features facing the street.

•

Higher sides of streets typically have a
stronger visual prominence with larger
dwellings and deeper setbacks.

•

Lower sides accommodate smaller
dwellings and are less visually pronounced.

•

The north-west end of the area is marked
by a large-scale retirement-type complex.

•

The steep topography prevents vehicle
access along some east-west cross streets
such as Waripori Street, and Lavaud Street
to Adelaide Road.

•

•

Areas of consistent character include
Milton Street and Te Wharepōuri Street.

Primary building form aligned to the lot
boundary and street grid.

•

•

There is diversity of character determined
by a large number of original buildings
contrasted by more recent development.

While similarity of street width is typical for
the area, there are a number of very wide
streets such as Chilka Street.

•

Substantial trees are found along Rintoul
Street and some smaller trees along Chilka

Effective public-private
interface
House setbacks and boundaries
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Streetscape and amenity attributes

•

Dwellings have minimal side yards.

•

Dwellings have substantial rear yards.

•

Most buildings have setback of over 3
metres.

•

Dwellings on sloping sites have deeper
front setbacks.

•

Detached dwellings are common on small,
relatively narrow rectangular lots.

•

There is general variation of block size and
orientation. The area has a rectilinear grid.
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Street.

Well-functioning sites

– Victorian Carpenter Gothic
– Inter-war Californian bungalow

Site access

– Edwardian Queen Anne

•

Limited on-site car parking.

•

Garages at street frontage are uncommon
and multiple garages are rare and
undesirable.

– Inter-war New-Georgian
– Victorian Georgian Saltbox cottage

High quality buildings
Scale and form
•

Relatively intensive development, with site
coverage in the range of 30-45%.

•

Mixture of one to two storeys, with a
limited number of buildings over two
storeys.

•

Significant groupings of buildings of similar
height.

•

Simple rectangular primary forms.

Architectural detailing
•

Noticeable concentrations of bungalows.

•

Exterior walls are typically painted
weatherboard.

•

Roofs are typically of corrugated iron
material.

•

Small clusters of brick buildings.

•

Decorative elements (e.g. moulded
pediments, timber quoins, fretwork) are
typically used, particularly on villas and
larger buildings.

•

Verandahs, bay windows and windows
with vertical proportions are common
design features.

•

Overall common architectural styles:
– Victorian Georgian/Regency villa
– Edwardian Bay villa
– Double or corner bay villa
– Victorian Italianate villa
– Arts and Crafts/English Domestic
Revival
– Victoria Georgian Box cottage
– Edwardian Stick
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Aro Valley
What is the Aro Valley
Character Precinct?
Aro Valley is one of the oldest areas of
Wellington. Although it is strongly defined by its
geographical separation from other parts of the
city it is easily accessible. Its enclosure by valley
walls and steeply vegetated slopes contributes
to its strong sense of place and overall sense of
‘greenness’.
The Aro Valley is largely characterised by a
relatively high density of detached housing
dating from the late 19th and early 20th
century. It generally demonstrates a relative
consistency of building style typified by a
predominance of Victorian and/or Edwardian
villas and cottages. The compact layout,
relatively consistent form of housing and steep,
winding topography of the suburb combine to
give the area a strong sense of containment and
a dense urban character.
The suburb is predominantly residential in
nature, with the Aro Valley area supported by
a neighbourhood centre on Aro Street. The
associated shops, along with their continuous,
traditional Victorian frontages and verandahs,
add to the overall identity, character and
intimacy of the area as well as providing a range
of local services.

Precinct overview: Aro Valley
The Aro Valley Character Precinct is strongly
defined by its topography, with development
built within the valley walls and natural forms.
The area projects a strong sense of place due to
its geographical separation from other parts of
the city, the enclosure of the valley walls and the
relative consistency of development within.
Aro Valley is one of the city’s oldest suburbs,
and is one of the most architecturally distinctive
and historically consistent built areas in
Wellington; standing as a notable example of
the city’s early twentieth century urban fabric.
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Within the Aro Valley character precinct, there
are several areas with particularly consistent
streetscape character. These include:
•

Areas along Aro Street.

•

Areas centred around Epuni Street,
Maarama Crescent, Boston Terrace, Devon
Street, Essex Street, and Palmer Street.

The common patterns that contribute to the
character of the Aro Valley Character Precinct
are:
•

Along central and lower Aro Street
and immediate environs, the intensely
developed and defined street edge adds
further distinctiveness.

•

Views are often characterised by a visual
rhythm created by the alignment of
similar vertical forms set above a band of
vegetation.

•

There is visual intricacy and richness
across sites within the area. These qualities
derive from variations (within closely
defined limits) in siting, roofscape, the size
of primary building forms, and the way
planting reflects the contours of the valley
walls.

•

Buildings are of generally consistent type
and similar domestic scale. Aesthetic
coherence arises from the limited range of
typical buildings and a limited palette of
forms.

•

Relatively unaltered collection of original
dwellings.

•

Majority of buildings are Victorian and
Edwardian in style and these have
remained relatively unchanged.

Responding to the natural
environment
Relationship with adjoining sites and
features
•

The area is characterized by steeply sloping
topography.

•

The areas character is largely tied aspects
of the topography; sites are built either
in the valley floor area, or along adjoining
streets and elevated areas.

•

Dwellings are built up the valley walls that
slope steeply up from the street along
Epuni Street.

•

There is a contrast in diversity and
complexity when comparing the central
and lower areas of Aro Street to the areas
along the adjoining streets and that are in
elevated areas.

•

Palmer Street and Ohiro Road/Brooklyn
Road are more diverse and have a strong
association with the central city

•

Theres is a concentration of relatively
large and often multi-storey villas along
Maarama Crescent.

•

Typically, narrow side yards give
continuous street edge definition and
strong street enclosure along Lower Aro
Street, and Devon and Essex Street. Also
shallow frontage setbacks in this area.

•

Reasonably close alignment of
neighbouring dwellings and highly
intensive development along Lower Aro
Street, and Devon and Essex Street.

•

Building frontages are typically 11-12metres
wide along Maarama Crescent.

•

Relatively large and variable frontage
setbacks, as dwellings are built up valley
walls that slope steeply up from the street
along Epuni Street.

Streetscape and amenity attributes
•

Front are elevations consistently oriented
towards the street.

•

Reasonably strong street edge definition
when buildings are viewed in plan, but
a diversity of street edge treatments,
garages, planting and other landscape
elements leads to a visually complex street
edge along Maarama Crescent.

•

Strong street edge definition and spatial
enclosure is a feature along the central and
lower parts of Aro Street, Epuni Street,
lower Devon Street and Essex Street.

Effective public-private
interface
House setbacks and boundaries
•

Two typical setback patterns:
– Shallow (0-2m) on flat sites or when
the site slopes steeply down from the
street.
– Increased (5-10m) on sites that slope
up from the street.

•

Relatively large and variable front setbacks
along Epuni Street.

•

Relatively narrow frontages.

•

Minimal side yards.

Well-functioning sites
Site access
•

Limited on-site car parking.

•

Car parking or garages at street frontages
are uncommon and multiple garages are
rare and undesirable.
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High quality buildings

– Edwardian Stick
– Victorian Carpenter Gothic

Scale and form
•

Simple rectangular primary forms.

•

Predominately one to two storeys.

•

Increased variability in building size on rear
sites.

•

Variation in building type and scale and a
general consistency of siting along Palmer
Street.

•

•

Alignment of a large number of dwellings
of relatively similar size and proportion
along Lower Aro Street and Devon and
Essex Streets.
Concentrations of relatively narrow
buildings, 5-6 metres wide and others
9-10metres along Lower Aro Street and
Devon and Essex Streets. Also greater
variability of size, type and siting of
dwellings on rear sites, although basic
building blocks are of similar shape and
scale to those elsewhere in this area.

Architectural detailing
•

Decorative elements are often used,
particularly on villas and larger buildings.

•

Bay windows, porches and verandas are
common features on frontages.

•

Exterior walls are predominately of painted
weather board materials.

•

Predominantly villas or cottages.

•

Predominately villas and cottages along
streets of Lower Aro Street and Devon and
Essex Streets.

•

Predominately corrugated iron roofs.

•

Overall common architectural styles:
– Victorian Italianate villa
– Arts and Crafts/English Domestic
Revival
– Victorian Georgian/Regency villa
– Edwardian Bay villa
– Victorian Georgian box cottage
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– Inter-war Californian bungalow
– Double or Corner Bay villa
– Edwardian Queen Anne
– Inter-war Neo-Georgian
– Victorian Italianate Box cottage
– Victorian Georgian Saltbox cottage
•

Limited range of roof types; flat roofs are
uncommon.

•

Roof forms are typically:
– Hipped – typically moderately pitched.
– Gabled – typically steep and narrow.
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